DAY/NIGHT KIT (optional)

LED LIGHT OPTIONS

The REDi-lite Day/Night kit was created so your
REDi-lite light can be more than just a skylight during
the day. The Day/Night kit allows you to choose
between two power sources, Solar and the Grid.
This is manually done by simply flicking a switch.

REDi-lite uses world leading CREE LED’s, Cree has the
enviable status of manufacturing the most efficient LED
in the world. Couple this with a solid all-aluminium light
fitting, REDi-lite will produce light for many years to come.

By having the switch mech in the
Day position allows the light to be
powered by the sun, if the switch is
in the Night position then your light
will be powered by the transformer.
An additional on/off switch is
provided for full control.

*6watt Small Recessed
Round Light (110mm)
*6watt Small Recessed
Square Light (110mm)
*24watt Recessed
Round Light (330mm)
*24watt Recessed
Square Light (330mm)

24watt Surface Oyster
Light (330mm)
*Brushed Chrome trim also available

Light Fitting Data

Solar Panel

Size

Lumens

Colour Range

24watt

2500-2800

Cool white - 5000k
Warm white - 3000k

6watt

600-700

Cool white - 5000k
Warm white - 3000k

DC Cable
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The Skylight Revolution

ABOUT
The REDi-lite Solar Hybrid Skylight alternative offers
a Green Energy solution for light starved areas around
the home or office and is becoming a product of choice
for ever increasing high density housing environments
where shading from other buildings encroaches.
The REDi-lite Spectra system can be installed in
almost any location unlike traditional skylights where
building structure and difficult roof lines can often
dictate placement.
Installation is also a breeze, simply mount the solar
panel on the roof then run the interconnecting cable
down to your REDi-lite light fitting... It’s that easy!

HOW IT WORKS
It works much the same as a skylight with a sun up
sun down effect. As the sun rises the light gets brighter
then as the sun goes down the light intensity reduces,
it behaves just like a skylight.

Before
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FEATURES

KIT ARRANGEMENTS

30 watt

Free to operate - The REDi-lite light doesn’t cost one
cent to operate whilst being powered by the sun...
yes that’s right, FREE Light!

There are four REDi-lite kit sizes to choose from,
30 watt, 65 watt, 135 watt and 250 watt.

65 watt

Options - A Special feature of the SPECTRA system
is its ability to incorporate a Day/Night kit which enables
the same lights to be used at night or during the day for
full powered light.

The 30 watt kit will run 1 x 24 watt light load, the
65 watt kit has the capacity to operate 2 x 24
watt light loads, the 135 watt kit will handle up to
4 x 24 watt light loads and the large 250 watt kit
will run up to 8 x 24 watt light loads.

135 watt

Quality - Using only the highest of quality componentry
coupled with exceptional warranties, The REDi-lite system
aims to deliver years of trouble free uninterrupted light.

Each kit comes complete with Solar Panel,
mounting brackets, interconnecting cable plus
the desired light fitting(s).

250 watt

Max lights per kit

Total

1 x 24 watt light or
4 x 6 watt lights

24 watts

2 x 24 watt lights or
8 x 6watt lights

48 watts

4 x 24 watt lights or
96 watts
16 x 6watt lights
8 x 24 watt lights or
192 watts
32 x 6watt lights

Day/Night
kit option

